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The revolutions and the uprisings in the Middle East changed the bal-
ances in the region and, consequently, Russia’s perspective on it.
Russia had to face the risk of losing relatively new gains, as well as
dilemmas on which side to favour, especially in the case of Libya and
Syria. It can be said that Moscow generally remained a “royal realist,”
standing on the side of its interest and trying to adapt its policies to the
ad hoc developments. The way Russian policy will develop and the
extent to which the already made choices have been successful or not
are both still “under process.”
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As a general com-
ment on Russia’s
foreign policy in the
Middle East it can be
said that it did not
seem to have a
coherent strategy of
response to the
developments; its
policies were rather
reactive and mostly
dictated by ad hoc
considerations of its
interests, within the
framework of a
struggle to retain its
influence in the rap-
idly changing Arab
landscape.

With the election of Vladimir Putin as President in 2000,

the diplomatic passivism that characterised the first years

after the establishment of the Russian Federation came to a

gradual end since Russia sought to regain its Soviet prestige

as a world power. Putin placed the need of developing rela-

tions with Middle Eastern countries among the priorities of

the Russian foreign policy aiming at making Russia a major

regional, if not international power, and reducing the post-

Cold War American dominance in the region.1 Thus the

Russian Federation tried to cultivate and sustain good rela-

tions with Israel, cooperated with Egypt at the economic and

security level, re-established political ties with Soviet allies,

such as Syria, sought to gain access to the Mediterranean

through Syria, Lebanon and Jordan, claimed a more con-

structive role in the Arab-Israeli peace process through its

participation in the Quartet and the acquirement of a observ-

er status membership at the Organisation of Islamic

Conference, maintained a thriving, although complex rela-

tionship with Iran, promoted trade and cooperation with oil

and natural gas producers, from Algeria and Libya to the Gulf

States,2 had good military and economic ties with Iraq (espe-

cially before the 2003 US-led invasion), and finally sought to

minimize Middle Eastern aid to Chechen and other Islamist

insurgents in the North Caucasus region.3

At the beginning of the so-called “Arab Spring” one could

not foresee that it would unfold in the way it unfolded, sweep-

ing most of the Middle Eastern countries and catching every-

one in surprise. Medvedev seemed to welcome the Tunisian

revolution by stating after its outbreak in Davos that “what

happened in Tunisia should serve as a lesson to any govern-

ment” and that “authorities need to develop along with their

societies.”4 However, the feeling that actually dominated the

Russian political circles was distrust. The Arab revolutions

and upheavals came to “disturb the Russian perspectives on

global balances”5 and challenge Russia’s economic and mil-

itary interests in the region, with Syria and Libya at the first

two places of importance. The Kremlin was also worried that

this domino effect could reach Russia, either by provoking

protests against the Russian government or by an export of

Islamic radicalism in the North Caucasus.6 As a general

comment on Russia’s foreign policy in the Middle East it can

be said that it did not seem to have a coherent strategy of

response to the developments; its policies were rather reac-

tive and mostly dictated by ad hoc considerations of its inter-

ests, within the framework of a struggle to retain its influence

in the rapidly changing Arab landscape. And it goes without

saying that Russia’s increased presence in the Middle East

increased (and increases) its dilemmas as to which path to
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The course of the
events changed
Russia’s position as
it became apparent
by President Dmitry
Medvedev’s, Foreign
Minister Sergey
Lavrov’s, and
Foreign Ministry
spokesman
Alexander
Lukashevich’s wish-
es for a peaceful
resolution in Cairo
and Kremlin’s will-
ingness to work with
the new leadership
and participate in the
“international efforts
to facilitate the
democratisation
process.”
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follow.  

As far as protests in Bahrain are concerned there were no

big Russian economic interests neither political connections

at stake and thus Russia adopted a more distanced and dis-

creet official stance, due to its de facto lack of leverage and

to the fact that the monarchy was closer to the US sphere of

influence. In March the Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman

described the uprisings in Bahrain as “an internal matter of

the country.”7 The above statement could be viewed as con-

gruous with the general Russian foreign policy principle of

non-intervention, a principle that basically constitutes the

basis of the argument for non-intervention in Syria, as it will

be analysed later. 

In Egypt the way things evolved determined the way

Russia positioned itself towards the revolution. When the

revolution started and before Hosni Mubarak’s resignation,

Russia adopted a supportive stance towards the Egyptian

leader, with its political statements to place greater emphasis

on “stability” and “the resolution of the crisis through legal

means.”8 This stance can be explained on the basis of the

two countries’ existing economic ties and strategic partner-

ship against Islamist insurgents in North Caucasus. The

course of the events changed Russia’s position as it became

apparent by President Dmitry Medvedev’s, Foreign Minister

Sergey Lavrov’s, and Foreign Ministry spokesman Alexander

Lukashevich’s wishes for a peaceful resolution in Cairo9 and

Kremlin’s willingness to work with the new leadership and

participate in the “international efforts to facilitate the democ-

ratisation process.”10

Similarities can be found with the Russian policy in Libya,

with the difference that Russia had much bigger interests at

stake in the country than it had in Egypt. Moscow hesitated

to take sides at the first place and instead followed a “wait

and see” policy. In February 2011 it joined a unanimous UN

Security Council resolution (No.1970) calling for sanctions,

which included an arms embargo on Tripoli, but later

abstained from the UN Security Council resolution (No.1973)

for the imposition of a no-fly zone over Libya, giving that way

its implicit consent for it, and consequently for a prospective

NATO military operation. After the NATO intervention in Libya

Putin reacted harshly to the operation characterising it as a

“crusade” and provoking the immediate response of

President Medvedev, who criticised the use of such a termi-

nology for a US/NATO action as unacceptable. Russia’s for-

eign policy proved not well coordinated in this case, either

due to a different perception of the West by the two politi-

cians or due to the Russian leadership’s attempt to appeal

both to the West, as well as to the domestic constituencies.



The fact that the
Arab League, a key
organisation with
which Russia would
want to coordinate
its actions, also sup-
ported both the
sanctions and the
no-fly zone, and that
the Western coun-
tries pledged Russia
some benefits in
return  are additional
reasons that
prompted the
Kremlin to make the
turn.

In the end, Russia’s position was harmonised with the

Western one, with Medvedev himself urging Gaddafi to

resign at the G-8 Deauville summit in May.11 Moscow proba-

bly reconsidered its position, after seeing that Gaddafi would

not be able to maintain his power for long and it recognised

the necessity of establishing good relations with whatever

power would replace the falling leader, so as to limit the dam-

age on the existing economic and industrial deals and invest-

ments.12 After all, as Margarete Klein, researcher at the

German Institute for International and Security Affairs (SWP)

comments, Gaddafi was never “a political partner of

Moscow’s for whom the latter would have risked to isolate

itself within the Arab world.”13

The fact that the Arab League, a key organisation with

which Russia would want to coordinate its actions, also sup-

ported both the sanctions and the no-fly zone, and that the

Western countries pledged Russia some benefits in return14

are additional reasons that prompted the Kremlin to make

the turn. At the same time Russia saw the unstable situation

as an opportunity to present itself as a mediator in the con-

flict. Moscow offered to mediate a deal for the conditions of

the Libyan leader’s departure.15 However, Moscow probably

overestimated its authority in Libya and attempts by Mikhail

Margelov, Medvedev’s special envoy for Africa, to have talks

both with the Gaddafi government and with the rebels bore

little fruits, forcing Russia to recognise (in September) the

National Transitional Council as the sole legitimate represen-

tative of the Libyan people.16

In the cases of Yemen and Syria, parallels can be drawn

regarding Russia’s stance, although conditions differ and the

upheavals reached a different level in each country. In both

cases, however, Russia adopted a decisive position and

offered unequivocal political support for both Ali Abdullah

Saleh and Bashar al-Assad. In April it blocked a UN resolu-

tion on violence against protesters in Yemen,17 on the ground

of friendly relations between the Russian and the Yemeni

governments, while it has been being involved in a diplomat-

ic row at the UN Security Council over Syria. 

Russia has been repeatedly issuing veto on UN Security

Council draft resolutions which foresee sanctions upon

Assad’s regime, asserting that “the sanctions would not

serve anything, but to cause a civil war in the country.”18 The

refusal to support the UN resolutions has been accompanied

by accusations towards Western powers about their taking

an "immoral" stance on Syria by pressuring solely the Arab

strongman without condemning violence by the armed oppo-

sition.19 According to Moscow, West’s plan is to use the UN

in order to force regime change in Syria, undermining the
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There is no doubt
that Russia has been
under strong inter-
national pressure
but since its political
choices have been
dictated by the
respective impor-
tance of its interests,
it will not easily sac-
rifice its “last
foothold in the
Middle East, particu-
larly one along the
frontlines of the
Arab-Israeli con-
flict.” 
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possibility of a peaceful settlement. Russia’s straightforward

support for the old ally becomes also apparent by the dis-

patching of Russian warships to the Tartus naval base in the

beginning of 2012, followed by 60 tonnes of munitions trans-

ferred to Syria20 and the selling of 36 fighter jets Jak-130

ignoring the “unilaterally imposed embargo” by the West.21

Moscow, following the tenet of non-intervention, opposes

staunchly an international military operation and an outside-

induced regime change, worrying about a repetition of the

Libyan scenario and the loss of another Arab ally. At the

same time, though, it cannot ignore the international pres-

sure; Moscow’s urging Damascus to proceed to the imple-

mentation of the promised reforms indicates that Russia’s

support, although strong, cannot be unconditional. In

December 2011 Russia, possibly in an effort to reduce criti-

cism for its stance, introduced its own draft resolution which

on the one hand accused the Syrian government of using

disproportionate force but on the other hand excluded the

possibility of imposing sanctions to Syria.22 As Ezzedine

Choukri Fishere, professor of political science at the

American University in Cairo, suggests, it is possible that

Russia look for “a third way solution that would put pressure

on Assad but not reach the level of intervention,”23 a way that

would allow it to retain some of its interests and influence in

the country, -especially if it manages to obtain the role of the

broker between the West and Syria- and that would probably

stipulate the safe exit of Assad. 

Despite the clear support for Assad Russia has also made

an opening to the opposition groups, in an attempt to show a

more flexible attitude and reserve itself a place among

Syria’s partners in case of a regime change. This intention

can be epitomised in Lavrov’s statement that "Leaders come

and go, politicians come and go, social systems come and

go, but for Russia there remains a single reliable and trusted

friend: the Syrian people."24 Since summer 2011, Russia has

hosted the Syrian opposition three times in Moscow, most

recently in November, and has shown a more lenient stance

supporting UN humanitarian initiatives. There is no doubt

that Russia has been under strong international pressure but

since its political choices have been dictated by the respec-

tive importance of its interests, it will not easily sacrifice its

“last foothold in the Middle East, particularly one along the

frontlines of the Arab-Israeli conflict.”25 It does not want to see

a regime change in Syria, and even worse, a pro-Western

government that would deprive Moscow of its “extension” in

the Middle East and the ability to use its only naval base in

the region, located at the Syrian port of Tartus.”26 There are

also huge contracts at risk, as Syria has been a major mar-



Will it reverse its
policies and recon-
sider its regional
alliances or will it
try to regain its lost
leverages?
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ket for Russian arms, with contracts worth over $3 billion,

including anti-ship cruise missiles, fighter jets and short-

range air-defence systems,27 as well as a $370 million con-

tract for a gas pipeline, engaged in a preliminary multi-billion

dollar contract to build a petrochemical complex and an oil

refinery in Syria.28

Until the time of writing developments in the Arab coun-

tries have not turned out favourably for Moscow.

Nevertheless, things are still evolving, the new balances

have not been determined and in most of the countries the

transition has not been completed yet. How will Russia come

to grips with the implications of the Arab Spring at the eco-

nomic and strategic level? Will it reverse its policies and

reconsider its regional alliances or will it try to regain its lost

leverages? Will there be any changes after Putin’s return to

the country’s presidency, probably on a more anti-American

track? Will Moscow make a more clear turn to Latin America,

India and China? -all the above questions still remain to be

addressed in the near future.
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